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here’s an air of quiet restraint about her demeanour,
and this permeates in everything she does, whether
it’s her curatorial narratives, experiments in design
or her architectural interventions. With an illustrious
career spanning over two decades, architect Nisha
Mathew Ghosh’s oeuvre stands at the convergence of
urban readings, architecture, design and art. More recently,
her curatorial intervention for the India Pavilion at the
London Design Biennale, only reiterated her reflective
and inclusive approach to art and architecture. The theme
‘Resonance’ inspired her to weave a complex yet cohesive
narrative of ‘scientific research, architecture, community
movements, state-of-the-art manufacturing, traditional
crafts, water experiments, and so on.’ The intent was to
build ecosystems of collaborative design expertise to
address the critical needs of the world today.
Mathew Ghosh credits her fascination for architecture
and design to her geophysicist father and mother who was
a teacher of geography. “I would spend hours looking at
and investigating rocks of different shades and textures
which my father brought back from his travels. My mother
and I would discuss these inimitable mysteries of the earth.
I was fascinated then with random streaks of colour and
texture that appeared and disappeared within the rock
and I wanted to know the stories of how they got there.
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It was definitely my first tryst with design.”
She co-founded Mathew and Ghosh architects with
her husband Soumitro Ghosh in 1996, and since then their
repertoire has included many acclaimed projects including
the National Military Martyrs Memorial in Bengaluru,
Freedom Park, House of Stories and the competition
proposal for the Bhopal Gas Tragedy Monument. She is
drawn to architecture that is reflective and addresses
the crisis of ecology via conceptual or poetic positions,
mapping that into a desire that people could engage with
that reflection. Perhaps that’s what led her to set up the
Mathew and Ghosh Sustainable Creation Care Foundation
to address issues of ecology within urban areas.
Her travel studies as an architect led her to a deep
engagement with textiles; sitting in the humble abode of
Haku Shah’s discovery prodigy of applique, Sarojben, and
eagerly scanning her work for her intuitive understanding
of colour; this was a major part of Mathew Ghosh’s informal
studies during her studies in architecture, art, design at the
school of Architecture at CEPT Ahmedabad. She believes that
she had a glimmer then that it may be a part of the future
course of what she would do. Eventually she went on to set
up Anah-Anah and Eleatz which marked her explorations in
textile and stainless steel.
In this interview, Mathew Ghosh talks about finding

I am drawn to
natural materials and
like to express them
as they are in all their
pristine rawness.
Perhaps because
it tells a tale of the
local region and the
technology, we
used to build it with
mapping the state of a
society’s skill.”
—NISHA MATHEW GHOSH
Co-founder, Mathew and Ghosh Architects
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(Facing page)
NATIONAL MILITARY MARTYRS
MEMORIAL IN BENGALURU: Located
on an arterial road of the city, the site
gains visual prominence amidst busy
thoroughfares. In addition to isolating
the site from the noise and pollution, the
dense vegetation becomes the foundation
for the design of the National Martyr’s
Memorial. The Memorial is conceived as
place of quiet remembrance and homage.

balance in architecture, and shares with us her vision for a
sustainable future.

FINDING THE INNER CREATIVE:
INFLUENCES AND INSPIRATIONS

That moment when you realised you wanted to
pursue architecture.
Nisha Mathew Ghosh (NMG): Twelve months into the most
amazing introduction to architecture by Late Kurula Varkey,
as a gawky first year student at the School of Architecture,
Ahmedabad. The world suddenly opened up and bricks
became exciting, and suddenly the world of architectural
ideas began to occupy my thinking! After graduating from
CEPT, I interned in Bengaluru at the office of late Ar. Padalkar
because MUD got exciting at the time. I also briefly interned
at the office of Mr R J Vasavada, a brilliant mind who taught
us about materials and their potential and vital link to the
making of architecture. My first project was in Ahmedabad to
design a house for Nimitbhai Parikh a friend of a friend, and
Soumitro and I worked laboriously to prepare drawings for
it. This never got built. Our first built commission was for my
mother in Bengaluru and we learned everything from scratch
from buying material to managing people on a site. The
late Jeanne Roby saw the house and said that she wanted
to publish it in the only magazine for design in India at that
time– Inside Outside. Our practice was very young and we
took in every detail with excitement, and that excitement
hasn’t died, perhaps it has matured.
The architects you admire and why?
NMG: During my student days, I was a great fan of the
work of Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn (wandering around
IIM Ahmedabad was a source of endless delight) and later

Rem Koolhaas, and of course there were works by BV Doshi
and AD Raje and Leo Pereira that we gorged on visually and
critically at our site visit studies that probed questions and
begged responses.
Today I am more likely to like or admire a particular
project in the way that it reads. The intellectual climate at
the School of Architecture in the late 80s and early 90s with
Kurula Varkey at the head thrived on understanding our
Indian roots yet not in a nostalgic-romantic way but more a
Richard Lannoy sort of exhortation.
A project that gave you the most satisfaction…
NMG: The Bhopal Gas Tragedy Memorial entry, though a
theoretical projection, really enabled us to engage with the
mechanics of hope in a context of utter tragedy and seemingly
irreparable damage. This was vital to work through to a place
of bringing together the complex entanglements of ongoing
water and earth contamination, ongoing birth defects in
generations and the desperate plea for rehabilitation of all. I
also thought the final resolutions were seminal in the way that
they set up a framework for these to be addressed.
What materials are you drawn to?
NMG: I am drawn to natural materials and like to express them
as they are in all their pristine rawness. Perhaps because it
tells a tale of the local region and the technology, we used to
build it with mapping the state of a society’s skill. It embeds
stories more easily and more directly.

FINDING ART IN ARCHITECTURE;
ARCHITECTURE IN ART

You are as much an artist as an architect. How do you
compare your art practice with that of architecture,

My first project was in Ahmedabad to design a house
for Nimitbhai Parikh a friend of a friend, and Soumitro and
I worked laboriously to prepare drawings for it. This never
got built. Our first built commission was for my mother
in Bengaluru and we learned everything from scratch from
buying material to managing people on a site.”
—NISHA MATHEW GHOSH, Co-founder, Mathew and Ghosh Architects
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HOUSE OF STORIES, BENGALURU:
The house was built for a former
architect and a writer. The space,
hence had to reflect the owners
sensibilities and leanings.
Eventually, it was designed to
become a realisation of traversing
pauses, private spaces and deeper
privat extensions — a contemplative
monolith of mottled concrete
and intimate and intimate
domestic comfort.
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Architecture creates the canvas on which
people should be able to dream, to imagine, to love, to
hope—what a challenge that is and how tuned in we must be.
Clients should recognise this because the architect
should be allowed the moment to envision this within the
constraints of budget, the site, and time.”
—NISHA MATHEW GHOSH, Co-founder, Mathew and Ghosh Architects

particularly as a channel for expressing yourself?
NMG: As an architect my negotiations with the context,
interpretation and the specific poetics of the expression is
very personal, but one is always trying to distance
oneself objectively to simultaneously be the impartial
observer or analyst.
In terms of dealing with inspiration and ideas that
come to your mind, how and when do you categorise or
qualify them as belonging to the realm of art or to that
of architecture?
NMG: It is unjust to compartmentalize. Ideas are ideas…
The potential of an idea lies outside the realm of any
demarcation in the arts. But having said that, I realize that in
my practice of architecture, my consistent tendency and a
striving towards an abstraction of architectural idea seems
to be the antithesis of a more literal imagery. I feel the
freedom to use it here as an artist but would move towards
abstraction with the architectural project.
How would you define your style?
NMG: I like to turn thoughts on its head to enable readings
of the particular situation— perhaps similar to the
way an artist may frame a reading out of her materials
and colours and symbols.
What is your motivation in making artwork and how
does that differ from your motivation as a designer in
general?
NMG: I would say at this point that design is more akin to
architecture; in that there is a clear process of ‘inhabitation’,
besides transmitting ‘impressions’, triggering reactions and
thoughts and communicating to the viewer. In both, the
intent is to express an idea potently with the clarity that
each demands and permits.
How would you define the ‘form’ in your architectural
practice? In the process of generating artwork is notion
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of form dominant, and how or when do you consider a
certain point in the formation as final expression?
NMG: I may begin with the recording of a thought or
impression when I look at a form, and this is its significance
for me. All materials used only support the communication
of that thought through the assemblage that results; hence
the materials may be disparate and may make dissonances
or consonances as may be required to do so.

RESPONSIBILITY OF AN ARCHITECT:
TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Your thoughts on architecture for the post-pandemic
world. Do you think we need to change the way we
build? Can architects make a difference?
Yes, I absolutely believe that architects can and must
make a difference, but not from a point of view of highhandedness. The fact is that the training of the architect if
well done, enables one to synthesize—making sense of the
multiple prongs of knowledge that must come together both
abstractly with broad vision as well as down to the detail,
and then, to do so in a poetic manner. We have realised postCOVID how little we need to live a rich life, how fundamental
the gathering of people, and how the distillation of what is
essential needs to be established as idea.
Architecture is a powerful weapon. How do you think
you can use it to create a better world?
NMG: Architecture creates the canvas on which people
should be able to dream, to imagine, to love, to hope—what
a challenge that is and how tuned in we must be. Clients
should recognise this (and some do, but very few) because
the architect should be allowed the moment to envision this
within the constraints of budgets and FAR.
Sustainability can be subjective, or rather relative.
Your thoughts on sustainable architecture. How do
you think communities/cities/countries can move
towards a more sustainable future?

THE ANAH-ANAH EXPERIMENT:
Mathew Ghosh set up two empowerment
project-studios called Anah-Anah and
Eleatz. The former supports economically
disadvantaged men and women by
teaching them how to hand-weave
ARCHITECTURE+DESIGN November
2021 products.
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stainless steel

Sustainable architecture’ is an oft
thrown-about term which quite empties the
project of any real depth and often relegates it
to a mundane incorporation of solar energy,
green facades and local handicraft.”
—NISHA MATHEW GHOSH, Co-founder, Mathew and Ghosh Architects

QUICK
TEN!

TIGER-TIGER: Tiger! Tiger! is a design- art
project took 18 months to take shape.
It looks at empty shadows of power,
the dematerialized form of a symbol
of majestic power and authority, now
emptied. It is both a socio-political
comment as much as a reference to
the dangerously merging borders of
habitation and inhabitation, provoking
accountability and stewardship.

Q. Your Dream Project?
Is a secret
Q. If you could be someone
else for a day, who would
you be and why?
A skilled carpenter. I’d build
with waste wood.
Q. Design to you is…
To be lived out every moment
Q. Three things you can’t
live without?
Paper, pencil, my bible (the
last being first!)
Q. A product/structure you
wish you had built
The Bhopal Gas Tragedy
Memorial
Q. If not an architect, who
would you be?
A musician. An archaeologist.
Q. If you could have the
opportunity to work with
someone from any period,
across any industry, who
would it be and why?
The weavers who wove
Dhaka Muslin so thin that a
sari could slip through a ring!
Q. What are you most
passionate about?
Jesus
Q. Your inspiration?
Sound of music, sound of
water, sound of birds
Q. Three things you love
about your profession
Thinking, ideation, making-itcome-alive
Q. When you design a
space/or take on a project
what are the five things you
take into consideration?
Land for people, land of the
people, and landscapes that
connect us to past
and future.
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NMG: ‘Sustainable architecture’ is an oft thrown-about
term which quite empties the project of any real depth
and often relegates it to a mundane incorporation of solar
energy, green facades and local handicraft. While there are
multiple ways that practitioners can think about projects,
and these ways could be a starting point, it is vital that we
stretch our understanding of this by learning from other
adjacent disciplines.
Yes, it is the power of the collaborative (and proverbial)
little drops of water that make the mighty ocean churn
towards a future that is replete with multi-pronged
perspectives and collaborations building knowledge that
can bring this about. For this, the canvas cannot be too large
initially; there must be a focussed approach to do pilots,
while the larger theoretical framework can be drawn up and
tested at every stage. Cities need to vie with each other to
build sustainability into their core and their systems—that
would be a good sort of competitive race.
The concept of collective architecture is almost zilch in
India. Architects and architecture are defined by singular
buildings. Do you think that needs to change?
NMG: This has its relevance when one comes to larger urban
developments or community projects; however, there must be
one visionary (necessarily an architect) at the helm who curates
the overall vision, and can bring in other professionals, without
which it will end up being a mishmash of intent and vision.
Your thoughts on public architecture in India. What needs
to change?
NMG: This is a very broad question, but I will answer it with
our own experience of designing and building the Freedom
Park, Bangalore and the National Military Martyrs Memorial,
Bangalore; both clients were the local Government public

works bodies (the BBMP and the BDA respectively) but
our engagement was by a professional appointment via a
public competition (in case of the former) and the latter by a
recommendation from the former. A visionary at the head is
the only way these can happen.
This is the first vital need—architects need to be freed
from the dreadful need to be the ‘lowest tender’, and that
without recognition of the role of architect as architectprofessional. So, an institutional system needs to be put in
where a fair matrix of evaluation can become the basis along
with a quotation-pitch.
Secondly, the architecture and landscape vision need
to be adhered to which implies a long-term committee of
qualified professionals along with the government bodies
(whose term is limited to their term). In the case of Freedom
Park, the BATF played this role with the implementation of
the vision by Kalpana Kar: I wish it had continued to see
the vision through, and more importantly to ratify the vision
over a decade or so.
So, it is a government/quasi-government visionary who
can make the difference until these issues can be addressed
with policy change.
In 2017, you founded a trust that would focus on urban
ecology thresholds. Tell us more…
NMG: The Mathew and Ghosh Sustainable Creation Care
Foundation was set up to address issues of ecology within the
urban areas for the good of communities, and to benchmark
ideas for healthy liveable communities/cities via design. It
plays a role of inspirational advocacy to bring awareness of
better stewardship via design and will embark on a student
inspirational program in a few months. It hopes to nurture and
incubate ideas by collaborating professionals/students via
mentorship to build the world of sustainable ideas.
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(Facing page above)
2020 TIGER! TIGER!: It references old
power structures that glorified hunting for
its trophies and stuffed animals. The outer
sheath of the Tiger at once both a dream
like appearance as well as disappearance
provokes many questions.
(Facing page below)
THE SUSTAIND PROJECT: The SusTaIND
Project collects textile waste from
local discarded swatch books and
creates stories out of this as tapestry
or simply-anything-textile.

The Anah-Anah Experiment involves making
sculptures in stainless steel wire woven by economically
disadvantaged women, trained by a person (challenged by
dwarfism who formerly sold dolls at traffic signals).
He is an extraordinary teacher.”
—NISHA MATHEW GHOSH, Co-founder, Mathew and Ghosh Architects

DESIGN BEYOND ARCHITECTURE

Tell us a little more about the genesis of Eleatz and
Anah-Anah.
NMG: These were set up primarily to support and produce
works for my artistic practice in the space of textiles and
stainless-steel weaving respectively, but they ended up as
empowerment projects as they grew slowly. Eleatz has a
project called The SusTaIND Project (a sustainable textile
approach for India) which collects textile waste from local
discarded swatch books and creates stories out of this
as tapestry or simply-anything-textile, and the next stage
of this work is to engage the design community to work
with the studio and develop their own designs using the
techniques that we have developed. Anah-Anah makes
sculptures in stainless steel wire woven by economically
disadvantaged women and trained by a person (challenged
by dwarfism and formerly sold dolls at traffic signals)
who has such extraordinary potential to be a good
teacher and is one who can discern a few mm difference
in geometry. The most exciting part of this project is the
empowerment of people showcasing their God-wired
potential, and God’s goodness!

THE ROLE OF A CURATOR: LONDON
DESIGN BIENNALE

Your curation for the London Design Biennale showcased
150 stories from Indian architecture and design which
resonated with the key ecological concepts—water, air,
energy, forest, earth—and brownfield. Tell us a little more
about the process of curation and the stories.
NMG: The stories were gathered via an open call for entries as
architecture, landscape architecture and innovation projects.
We had a landscape jury set up by LEAF Foundation (Aniket
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Bhagwat, Sunita Kohli, Suneet, Geeta Dua, Aparna Rao and
Sriganesh, Vinay Kushwa) and the architecture jury including
Edgar Demello, Kapil Gupta and Soumitro Ghosh. Projects
broadened ways of thinking about water, air, earth, energy and
forest in conceptual or material ways.
The ‘Small is Beautiful’ installation couldn’t make it to
the Biennale. But we’d like to know more about this
installation.
NMG: It was a large winged installation that made
references to clean energy and clean air via the punkha,
windmill and the visual of flight that could be engaged with
by a visitor. Almost a giant toy that played on the idea of
making a choice to be sustainable. I collaborated on this
work with Sandeep Sangaru of Maker Studio. Due to COVID
lockdowns in India we could not complete the work to send.
It was disappointing initially as the London Design Biennale
is usually known for its installations, but I am glad that the
stories got centre stage.
I presume, your curation was an attempt to bring to the
world, the wealth of knowledge that comes from India?
NMG: Yes, it is vital to recognise these stories from India and each
idea as a body of knowledge that is mapped and must be seen
and engaged with. One great idea can build many more, and that
was the vision or plea that we would eventually build a billion.
What’s keeping you busy now?
NMG: Documenting our body of architecture work for a
public showcase. It will be 25 years of practice next year. It
therefore becomes a time of review, and reflection and pause.
This is a body of work that Soumitro Ghosh and myself have
collaborated on.
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